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About This Game

A new milestone in simulation: Citybus Simulator Munich, the successor of the popular City Bus Simulator 2010 - New York,
covering the complete 100 line also known as the museum line. Starting at the main Rail Station Nord it passes 22 museums and

other sightseeing spots to conclude its journey at Munich´s "Ostbahnhof".

The true courses of the roads have been designed in an unbelievable graphical detail. For the first time ever the technical aspects
of a bus simulator have been modeled and are based on a real training simulator making the driving characteristics absolutely

realistic.

The new Citybus Simulator Munich surely sets new standards in terms of graphics for simulation and comes with unique
elements making it a fun to play game. There´s the newly developed vehicle management system for a never before seen level of

reality, the “tuning” options for the engine as well as the interactive Traffic Director. Of course you can just drive the MAN
Lion´s City Bus to schedule passing the more than 43 detailed sightseeing spots while listening to the original announcements.

All operational elements of the cab are fully functional. The original Munich copilot (electronic assistant) supports the driver at
his daily shift and controls (if selected) all passenger info such as the monitor, displays and announcements. The OCC User
Interface allows access to the complete game features at all times. Defects and malfunctions on the bus can be simulated in

various different ways.
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Features

Highly detailed original MAN Lion´s City Bus with numerous operable elements in three

model variants

Newly developed vehicle management resulting in a never before seen level of reality

Optional or automated malfunction device to simulate breakdowns and malfunctions

Tuning options for the engine and fine tuning for the propulsion system

Interactive Traffic Director

Realistic simulation of the line 100 (Museum Line)

More than 43 original sightseeing spots throughout the city

Munich copilot

OCC (Operations Control Center)

Interactive radio communication with the dispatch center

Original announcements

Bonus: test ground scenery
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Title: Munich Bus Simulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
TML-Studios
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7/8 (32 bit/ 64 bit version)

Processor: Dual core processor with 2.8 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800 GT or comparable AMD

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes: Note: Windows XP is not supported!

English,German
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Don't bother.
The menu UI is horrible, the bus controls are all over the place and it won't detect my g29 wheel. And the Community Hub has
disappeared. Well I can't access it on steam or steam on Chrome.
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Symphonic Rain: Now available in Simplified Chinese:
We're happy to release an additional language just in time for the Chinese New Year ! Now you can enjoy the story of Chris,
Arietta and their friends in Simplified Chinese.. Symphonic Rain will be at Anime Expo 2017:

Degica Games is Bringing You the Best Games from Japan to Anime Expo. Symphonic Rain: Update to Chinese Simplified
translation:
The Chinese Simplified translation has now been updated.
Thanks for you reports.. Symphonic Rain Nurse Love Syndrome is out!:
The heartfelt love story between nurses, Nurse Love Syndrome, is now available!

First week special offer includes the soundtrack and a 10% discount, make sure to grab it now.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1023690/Nurse_Love_Syndrome/

To thank all the fans worldwide, and celebrate the first release ever in 4 languages, the game artist drew this:

Hoping you enjoy the game as mush as we did.

Cheers. Symphonic Rain: Message from Mai Nakahara:

Thank you for playing Symphonic Rain!. Symphonic Rain: backlog fixed:
Hi all, and thank you for enjoying Symphonic Rain.
The backlog bug reported (and it's unforeseen effect :) ) have been fixed in this small update.

We are still working on other reports.
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